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NOOSPHERE 

 

Noosphere is the sphere of human thought. The noosphere is the field of planetary 
consciousness in which humans are intended to participated and complete their 
evolution. There are several viewpoints on the noosphere and its role: 

1. Pierre Teilhard de Chardin foresaw the emergence of the noosphere at a peak 
mystical moment referred to as the Omega Point. This moment would be the result of 
the interactions of increasing activity of human networks creating a highly charged 
«thinking layer.» 

2. In the theory of Vernadsky, the noosphere is the third in a succession of 
phases of development of the Earth, after the geosphere (inanimate matter) and the 
biosphere (biological life). 

3. Oliver Reiser.Reiser locates the world brain – noosphere – within the 
electromagnetic field of the radiation belts, including the program of the DNA, which 
creates the «planetary thought belts.» 

4. Jung, Sheldrake.The work of Carl Jung on synchronicity and archetypal theory 
is a natural adjunct to a theory of the noosphere which would assume a common 
«collective unconscious» – the noosphere being the common collective conscious field 
of the Earth. The idea of synchronicity further assumes a method of telepathy or a 
parapsychological medium of communication within the common field of the collective 
unconscious. Peter Russell’s notion of the Global Brain (1982) builds on the electronic 
communication and nervous system metaphor of the noosphere to establish the idea of 
the noosphere as a planetary global brain. 

5. José Argüelles/Valum Votan. The work of José Argüelles (Valum Votan) 
forms an essential conclusion to the theory of the noosphere which at the same time 
takes the first steps toward creating experimental techniques for actually precipitating 
the noosphere into conscious manifestation. The fundamental premise of Arguelles’ 
theory of the noosphere is that it can only come into manifestation through a conscious 
effort on the part of at least an informed and enlightened human minority. 

Appearance of noosphere and its influence on environment ( global problems): 
pollution of environment; climate change; consumption of fossil fuel and extermination 
of flora and fauna. 

José Argüelles/Valum Votan. The work of José Argüelles (Valum Votan) forms an 
essential conclusion to the theory of the noosphere which at the same time takes the first 
steps toward creating experimental techniques for actually precipitating the noosphere 
into conscious manifestation. The fundamental premise of Arguelles’ theory of the 
noosphere is that it can only come into manifestation through a conscious effort on the 
part of at least an informed and enlightened human minority.The noosphere is the field 
of planetary consciousness in which humans are intended to participated and complete 
their evolution. So, we must enlarge our lens of perception to encompass the whole 
Earth as a single being. 

Scientific supervisor: Kadnikova L., assistant professor  
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POWER OF THOUGHT 
 

What is thought? Is it really important in our life? 
Doubtless, thought is the greatest force on the earth. Thoughts are powerful cosmic 

waves in the universal sea of energy we live in. Everything in your world started in your 
mind, and if you can truly understand this concept, then you have the power to create the 
exact life that you want, and you will realize that everything is truly possible. Only 
remember: when you think about somebody, you will meet this person in 90 percent in 
any case; when you read some unique book, somebody will probably talk about it. Is it 
coincidence of circumstances or something like Fluke or does it happen by chance? Are 
we talking about randomness or about wonder? 

«Law of Attraction» is answer to this question. The law of attraction is a natural law 
which determines the complete order of the universe and of our personal lives through 
the process of «like attracts like». It seems clear that as we think and feel, a 
corresponding frequency is sent out into the universe that attracts events and 
circumstances back to us on that same frequency. For example, if you think angry 
thoughts and feel angry, it is claimed that you will attract back events and circumstances 
that cause you to feel more anger. Conversely, if you think and feel positively, you will 
attract back positive events and circumstances. It is easy to understand, when you plant 
seeds, water them, they will grow into healthy and strong plants. Thoughts, like seeds, 
have a natural tendency to grow and manifest in your life, if you feed them with 
attention, interest and enthusiasm. Stop, but what is thought? It is only some picture in 
our head, some peace of information. So how this picture, this information can change 
our life? As an example, if a person wanted a new car, he would not get this car next 
day. It is unreal. Actually good thoughts cannot solve your problems and determine your 
destiny. But thoughts inside your head force you to act. Your thoughts pass from your 
conscious mind to your subconscious mind, which in turn, influences your actions in 
accordance with these thoughts. Margaret Thatcher said: «Watch your thoughts, they 
become words. Watch your words, they become actions. Watch your actions, they 
become habits. Watch your habits, they become your character. Watch your character, it 
becomes your destiny». Thoughts are giant-powers. They are more powerful than 
electricity. They control your life, mould your character, and shape your destiny. 

Thought passes from one man to another. It influences people; a man of powerful 
thought can influence readily people of weak thoughts. There has been a strong tendency 
by those in positions of power to keep this central principle hidden from the public. With 
the help of the power of thought great number of prominent people, such as Joseph 
Stalin, Napoleon Bonaparte, Maria Teresa, a number of notable writers and leaders rule 
the world and achieve success. Human beings are creators. We create art, build 
buildings, plant gardens, start businesses, have children, and write novels. But 
everything first starts as a thought. 

Your thoughts have a profound effect on your world. Whatever you want, you CAN 
have. Control your thoughts and control your universe. 

Scientific supervisor: Kadnikova L., assistant professor  


